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Neglect and Abuse of Unaccompanied Immigrant Children by U.S. Customs and Border Protection

I am going to take you back to the river so that you can die.
Introduction: Abuse of Children by U.S. Customs and Border Protection

According to the U.S. government, tens of thousands of Central American and Mexican children travel alone to the United States every year to escape violence and poverty in their home countries. U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP), a sub-agency of the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), detains many of these children when they arrive at U.S. ports of entry or cross the U.S. border. While in CBP custody, immigrant children have reported physical and psychological abuse, unsanitary and inhumane living conditions, isolation from family members, extended periods of detention, and denial of access to legal and medical services.

In 2014, legal service providers and immigrants’ rights advocates observed a sharp increase in complaints of abuse and neglect from children in CBP custody. In June 2014, several of these organizations submitted an administrative complaint to two DHS oversight agencies, the Office of Inspector General (OIG) and Office for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties (CRCL), documenting CBP’s mistreatment of 116 unaccompanied children aged five to seventeen. One quarter of the children reported physical abuse, including sexual assault, the use of stress positions, and beatings by Border Patrol agents. More than half reported verbal abuse, including death threats. More than half also reported denial of necessary medical care—resulting, at times, in hospitalization. Eighty percent reported inadequate food and water.

Despite initial promises that DHS would thoroughly investigate these allegations, and notwithstanding an acknowledgment of “recurring problems” in CBP detention facilities, DHS OIG announced in October 2014 that routine inspections of detention facilities would be curtailed. In December 2014, the ACLU’s Border Litigation Project—a joint project of the ACLU affiliates in Arizona and San Diego—filed a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request seeking records related to abuse of children in CBP custody. When the request was ignored, the ACLU, along with Cooley LLP, filed a FOIA lawsuit in federal court to compel release of the records sought. After many
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months of additional delays and the imposition of court-ordered deadlines, various DHS subcomponent agencies finally began to produce responsive records.

Since 2015, the ACLU has obtained over 30,000 pages of records related to abuse of children in CBP custody. These records document a pattern of intimidation, harassment, physical abuse, refusal of medical services, and improper deportation between 2009 and 2014. These records also reveal the absence of meaningful internal or external agency oversight and accountability. The federal government has failed to provide adequate safeguards and humane detention conditions for children in CBP custody. It has further failed to institute effective accountability mechanisms for government officers who abuse the vulnerable children entrusted to their care. These failures have allowed a culture of impunity to flourish within CBP, subjecting immigrant children to conditions that are too often neglectful at best and sadistic at worst.

This report serves as a companion to a subset of the records obtained by the ACLU—specifically, those released by DHS CRCL (“the CRCL documents”)—and highlights the most prevalent types of CBP child abuse documented therein. To review the full set of records, as well as additional information about the plight of immigrant children in CBP custody, please visit https://www.aclusandiego.org/civil-rights-civil-liberties/.

Background: Children Seeking Asylum in the United States

Migrants, generally, risk their lives in search of safety, stability, and opportunity. During migration, they cross dangerous terrain under extreme conditions, rely on treacherous forms of transportation, and travel without consistent access to food or water. Migrants are vulnerable to exploitation, abuse, theft, human traffickers, and other criminal actors seeking to benefit from their desperation. According to UNICEF, 26,000 migrant deaths have been recorded since 2014. The actual number of migrant fatalities in this period, however, is likely much higher.

Children migrants are especially vulnerable, particularly when traveling alone. Throughout the world, children are forced to seek refuge in other countries to escape armed conflict, violent crime, endemic poverty, natural disasters, discrimination, and other forms of oppression. In 2015, approximately 10 of the 21 million refugees seeking asylum outside their countries of origin were children. In 2016, 12 million children sought refuge outside of their country’s borders.

The four most common countries of origin for unaccompanied child migrants arriving in the United States are Mexico, El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras. The “Northern Triangle,” which includes El Salvador, Guatemala, and Honduras, is considered one of the most violent regions in the world. Honduras is first in the world for per capita homicides, El Salvador is fourth, and Guatemala is fifth. An estimated 150,000 people were killed in the Northern Triangle between 2006 and 2016. According to DHS, children migrants from Honduras and El Salvador usually come from the areas in those countries most impacted by gang violence.
Child migrants from these countries often travel north on foot. Under U.S. law, those that are apprehended without guardians or caretakers are referred to as “unaccompanied alien children” (UAC). Along the way, many experience severe trauma, including sexual violence and other abuse. Some die in transit; for example, many children have died on “La Bestia,” a dangerous freight train immigrants ride through parts of Mexico. Those who survive seek entry to the United States along the southern border, often hoping to reunite with family members already here. Many present themselves to CBP officers or Border Patrol agents, who then take them into custody.

In early 2014, there was a spike in the number of unaccompanied children from Central America and Mexico arriving in the United States. As those children were taken into CBP custody, reports emerged of wide-ranging abuses: officials pointing their guns at the children, shooting them with Tasers for amusement or punishment, hitting or kicking them, and threatening them with rape or death. Additionally, firsthand accounts and internal government reports documented horrific detention conditions: children held in freezing rooms with no blankets, food, or clean water; forced to sleep on concrete floors or share overcrowded cells with adult strangers; denied necessary medical care; bullied into signing self-deportation paperwork; and subjected to physical and sexual assault while in CBP custody.

The CRCL documents that form the basis for this report include detained children’s accounts of terror and abuse in CBP custody, as reported by those children to clinicians in advocacy organizations during post-release physical and psychological evaluations. These documents also reveal DHS’s complete institutional failure to investigate or address suspected child abuse. Again and again, the government agents responsible for these children’s welfare have turned a blind eye to colleagues’ lawlessness and violence. Despite ample reports and awareness of the problem, high-level government officials in multiple DHS agencies, including those charged with oversight, have failed to act.
Legal and Institutional Framework: Protection of Migrant Children

Before undertaking a closer examination of the CRCL documents, a brief overview of the key federal agencies charged with processing and protecting migrant children may be helpful.

Department of Homeland Security—Immigration Enforcement

As noted, DHS, CBP’s parent agency, is the executive agency with primary responsibility for implementing and enforcing U.S. immigration laws. Formed in the aftermath of the September 11, 2001 attacks, DHS was created through the integration of twenty-two different federal departments and agencies, including the Department of Justice’s Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS) and the Department of Treasury’s U.S. Customs Service. 29

Today, two DHS agencies have primary responsibility for immigration enforcement—U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) and CBP—and one has primary responsibility for immigration services—U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS).

ICE is responsible for “identifying] and apprehen[ing] removable aliens” within the United States. 30 CBP, which includes the U.S. Border Patrol, is responsible for enforcing U.S. immigration and customs laws at ports of entry (POEs) 31 and elsewhere along the border. 32 CBP’s Office of Field Operations (OFO) officers are responsible for screening all foreign visitors, returning American citizens, and imported cargo at all land, air, and sea POEs. 33 U.S. Border Patrol agents, on the other hand, are responsible for enforcing U.S. immigration and customs laws along land and sea borders, away from POEs. 34

Pursuant to statute, CBP officials are authorized “to interrogate any alien or person believed to be an alien as to his right to be or to remain in the United States,” and “to arrest any alien who in his presence or view is entering or attempting to enter the United States” in violation of applicable U.S. law. 35 In addition to this authority, CBP officials may conduct stops and searches “a reasonable distance from any external boundary of the United States.” 36 Outdated federal regulations define a “reasonable distance” as up to “100 air miles from any external boundary of the United States.” 37 As a result, two-thirds of the U.S. population—approximately 200 million people—are potentially subject to so-called
investigatory detention and warrantless search by CBP officials.\textsuperscript{38}

Between 2001 and 2014, the United States spent more than $100 billion on border and immigration control.\textsuperscript{39} In FY 2012, DHS spent $17.9 billion on CBP and ICE.\textsuperscript{40} In FY 2019, CBP alone requested a budget of $16.7 billion.\textsuperscript{41} CBP is now the largest law enforcement organization in the United States, with more than 60,000 employees.\textsuperscript{42} CBP also operates the largest law enforcement air force in the world—a fleet of planes, helicopters, and drones with a capacity roughly equivalent to that of Brazil’s entire combat air force.\textsuperscript{43}

The Border Patrol has expanded from 4,000 agents in 1994 to over 20,000 today.\textsuperscript{44} This unprecedented, rapid growth occurred through hiring surges, during which the agency’s recruiting age limit was raised and new agents were permitted to complete the training academy and enter the field without first completing full background checks.\textsuperscript{45} During this period, the Border Patrol prematurely promoted inexperienced agents to supervisory and training positions.\textsuperscript{46} This period of rapid expansion was also characterized by an increase in agents’ use of excessive force and fatal shootings.\textsuperscript{47}

Predictably, reports of abuse and corruption increased. National law enforcement experts criticized CBP’s lack of transparency, oversight, and accountability with respect to excessive use of force.\textsuperscript{48} In 2012, senior CBP officials reported that they believed roughly ten percent of the agency’s workforce had “integrity problems”—and that as much as twenty percent might deserve to be removed from the force entirely.\textsuperscript{49} In 2014, CBP’s former head of internal affairs, James F. Tomsheck, estimated that between five and ten percent of CBP officials are or have been corrupt.\textsuperscript{50}

**Department of Health and Human Services**

In addition to DHS, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) plays a role in responding to migrant children arriving in the United States. Within HHS’s Administration for Children and Families (ACF) is the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR), which since 2003 has been responsible “for the care and placement of unaccompanied alien children” in the United States.\textsuperscript{54} ORR receives referrals from other executive agencies (most typically DHS). Upon referral, children may be placed into ORR care; the majority are later released to sponsors (often family members).\textsuperscript{55}

Between 2003 and 2011, ORR served an average of 7,000 to 8,000 unaccompanied children each year.\textsuperscript{56} Over the past few years, however, these numbers have increased. In FY 2012, 13,625 children were referred to ORR; in FY 2013, 24,668; in FY 2014, 57,496; and in FY 2015, 33,726.

As explained further below, U.S. immigration law distinguishes between children arriving to the United States from “contiguous countries” (i.e., Mexico and Canada) and those arriving from non-contiguous countries. When the latter are apprehended by CBP or ICE, these agencies must notify HHS within forty-eight hours and transfer any child deemed a UAC to HHS within seventy-two hours.\textsuperscript{57} For unaccompanied children from contiguous countries, such notice and
transfer to HHS are required if the child has a fear of returning to his or her home country or may be a trafficking victim.  

**Basic Legal Framework: U.S. Immigration Law & Policy**

U.S. immigration law is notoriously complex. The Immigration and Naturalization Act (INA) is the primary federal law governing current immigration policy, which historically has been centered on certain overriding principles: family reunification, admission of skilled immigrants who are of special value to the U.S. economy, diversity, and refugee protection. This last principle is at the heart of this report.

Each year, thousands of noncitizens apply for asylum, “a protection granted to foreign nationals already in the United States or at the border who meet the international definition of a ‘refugee.’” The United Nations Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (“1951 Refugee Convention”) and the 1967 Protocol thereto define a refugee “as a person who is unable or unwilling to return to his or her home country, and cannot obtain protection in that country, due to past persecution or a well-founded fear of being persecuted ‘on account of race, religion, nationality, membership in a particular social group, or political opinion.’” In 1980, Congress incorporated this definition into U.S. immigration law when it enacted the Refugee Act. As a signatory to the 1967 Protocol, and through U.S. immigration law, the United States has legal obligations to protect those who qualify as refugees. As relevant here, one path to obtain refugee status is to apply for asylum, which is a form of protection only available to those present in the United States or seeking entry at a POE. There are two primary ways to do so: affirmatively or defensively. An affirmative application for asylum may be initiated by a noncitizen who is not in removal proceedings. Alternatively, a noncitizen in removal proceedings may submit a defensive application for asylum to USCIS—i.e., she may apply for asylum as a defense against deportation. Both processes require the asylum-seeker to be physically present in the United States.

Noncitizen adults arriving at the border, however, are subject to “expedited removal,” an accelerated process which authorizes DHS to deport individuals without a full immigration hearing. To ensure that these deportations comply with the United States’ domestic and international legal obligations, federal law requires immigration officials to afford noncitizens who express fear of returning to their home country (or an intention to apply for asylum) a “credible fear interview,” which is to be conducted by an officer in USCIS’s Asylum Division.

According to the standards set by Congress for credible fear interviews, a migrant need only show “a significant possibility . . . that [s/he] could
establish eligibility for asylum” to be permitted to move to the next stage of the asylum application process. To succeed at the credible fear interview stage, a migrant needs to establish only that there is a ten percent chance of persecution if he or she is returned to his or her country of origin. In other words, the standard for a credible fear interview is designed to be low. Because asylum claims are necessarily highly fact specific—often requiring the gathering and presentation of evidence on country conditions, personal history, and expert testimony—U.S. law recognizes that an informal interview (in which a migrant has no legal help or access to resources) should not be an insurmountable hurdle. Individuals found to have a “credible fear” are then referred to an immigration judge for a hearing. Those found not to have a credible fear are to be afforded an opportunity to contest that finding, likewise in a hearing before an immigration judge. In addition to these domestic laws, a variety of international law provisions protect noncitizens and refugees.

International law (the principle of nonrefoulement) absolutely prohibits the return of a noncitizen to her home country if, once there, she would face torture, persecution, or other degrading treatment. Thus, when federal immigration enforcement officials fail to inform arriving noncitizens of the right to seek asylum, or when such officials ignore would-be asylum seekers’ claims of fear of persecution, they violate not only domestic U.S. law but binding international human rights obligations.

Certain additional provisions are especially relevant. The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), which the United States has ratified, “specifically recognizes the right of a noncitizen facing deportation to have a hearing about his or her claims in front of a competent authority.” The ICCPR further requires that detained persons “be treated with humanity and with respect for the inherent dignity of the human person,” although the documented realities of detention in the United States radically diverge from this basic precept.

The U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), which the United States has signed but not yet ratified, obligates countries to provide protection and care for unaccompanied children, and to take into account a child’s best interests in every action affecting the child. Legal Protections for Migrant Children

Under U.S. law, various provisions create special procedures to safeguard and protect migrant children. Three are especially relevant here. For many years, unaccompanied children were either turned away at the U.S. border or apprehended and detained by INS in adult detention facilities. When INS subjected a large number of unaccompanied migrant children from Central America to such detention in the 1980s, protracted litigation ensued, culminating in a settlement agreement (the Flores Settlement) that created nationwide standards on the treatment, detention, and release of children in federal government custody. The settlement remains in effect, although it now binds DHS and ORR (following the dissolution of INS after September 11).

Among other requirements, the Flores Settlement requires the government to provide children with basic necessities, including: safe and sanitary facilities; access to toilets and sinks; access to drinking water and food; medical assistance (if the child is in need of emergency services); adequate temperature control and ventilation in detention facilities; and adequate supervision in such facilities to protect the children from others, including unrelated adults. Additionally, the government is to treat all children in custody “with dignity, respect and special concern for their particular vulnerability as minors,” and “place each detained minor in the least restrictive setting appropriate to the minor’s age and special needs.” Children are also to be provided with a notice of rights, a list of free legal service providers, and an explanation of the right to judicial review.
In 2008, Congress enacted the William Wilberforce Trafficking Victims Protection Reauthorization Act (TVPRA), in part as a response “to ongoing concerns that [children] apprehended by the Border Patrol were not being adequately screened for reasons they should not be returned to their home country[ies].” Among other provisions, the TVPRA increased protections for unaccompanied alien children in the United States. The statute directed the Secretary of DHS, in conjunction with other federal agencies, to develop policies and procedures to ensure that unaccompanied children in the United States could be safely repatriated to their country of nationality or of last habitual residence.

The TVPRA established one set of rules for children from contiguous countries (i.e., Mexico and Canada), and another set of rules for children from non-contiguous countries. Children from Mexico and Canada are not to be deported before federal immigration officials ascertain whether the child (1) is a trafficking victim, (2) has a fear of returning to her country of nationality or last habitual residence, due to a credible fear of persecution, and (3) is able to make an independent decision to withdraw her application for admission to the United States. To ascertain these facts, federal immigration officials are to screen children within forty-eight hours of apprehension. If a child is determined to be a trafficking victim, or to have a credible fear of persecution, or unable to make a decision about her application for admission, she is not to be immediately deported; rather, immigration officers must transfer the child to HHS/ORR custody. Likewise, children from countries other than Mexico or Canada, and children apprehended away from the U.S. border, are to be transferred to the care and custody of HHS and placed in formal removal proceedings.

In HHS/ORR custody, children are to be placed in “the least restrictive setting appropriate for the child’s needs,” such as “a shelter facility, foster care or group home . . . secure care facility, residential treatment center, or other special needs care facility.”

Together, the Flores Settlement and the TVPRA place specific legal obligations on the federal government to treat children with dignity and special concern at all stages of the process: humane apprehension, safe and sanitary detention, and prompt transfer from immigration enforcement (CBP or ICE) to protective custody (HHS/ORR).

Supplementing these obligations, another federal statute, the Victims of Child Abuse Act of 1990 (VCAA), requires all law enforcement personnel working in federal facilities, including DHS officials in immigration detention facilities, to report suspected or alleged child abuse. “Child abuse” is defined as “the physical or mental injury, sexual abuse or exploitation, or negligent treatment of a child.” “Physical injury” “includes but is not limited to
lacerations, fractured bones, burns, internal injuries, severe bruising or serious bodily harm.”90 “Mental injury” is defined as “harm to a child’s psychological or intellectual functioning.”91 “Sexual abuse” includes “rape, molestation, prostitution, or other form of sexual exploitation.”92 “Negligent treatment” is defined as “the failure to provide, for reasons other than poverty, adequate food, clothing, shelter, or medical care so as to seriously endanger the physical health of the child.”93

Under the VCAA and its implementing regulations, covered professionals working in a federally operated or contracted facility must report “facts that give reason to suspect that a child has suffered an incident of child abuse” to the local law enforcement or child protective services agency with jurisdiction over the land area or facility in question, or, for federally operated facilities, to the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI).94 Despite the numerous allegations of serious child abuse detailed in the CRCL documents that are the subject of this report, there is no indication from these documents that CRCL—or any other DHS component agency—complied with the VCAA and submitted reports of alleged abuse to the FBI.

Lastly, another federal statute—the Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA)—addresses sexual abuse and assault in detention facilities. DHS regulations implementing the PREA require CBP to collect and review data on all allegations of sexual abuse and assault in detention, inter alia, “facilitate the detection of possible patterns and help prevent future incidents in holding facilities.”95 The PREA is discussed in more detail below.96
The remainder of this report provides a glimpse into migrant children’s encounters with federal immigration enforcement officials at or near the southern U.S. border. The complaints contained within the CRCL documents illustrate how CBP officers regularly fail to comply with applicable laws and governing policies, and how these failures subject the most vulnerable children to unconscionable mistreatment.

For many unaccompanied children crossing into the United States along the southern border, their first contact with the U.S. government is an encounter with CBP officials, including Border Patrol agents. These children may approach these officials and ask for their assistance, assuming they will receive guidance and be treated with professionalism and respect. The CRCL documents, however, reveal a very different reality: one in which government officials subject migrant children to verbal and physical abuse and deny them basic humanitarian care.

**Excessive Force and Physical Abuse**

**THE RULE:** Like all law enforcement, CBP officers (including Border Patrol agents) may use only “objectively reasonable” force, and may only use force at all when doing so “is necessary to carry out their law enforcement duties.” An evaluation of the reasonableness of a particular use of force by law enforcement requires a fact-intensive assessment...
of the totality of the circumstances surrounding the use of force. The Supreme Court has identified a number of factors relevant to determining whether force used is reasonable, including: (1) the severity of the crime at issue (if any); (2) whether the suspect poses an immediate threat to the safety of officers or others; and (3) whether the suspect actively resisted arrest or otherwise attempted to escape.100

THE REALITY: CBP officials regularly use force on children when such force is not objectively reasonable or necessary.

In one complaint, a 16-year-old child recounted that a Border Patrol agent threw him down and smashed his head into the ground with his boot.101 The child also reported that as the same agent walked him to a Border Patrol vehicle, he told the child that he would “fuck [him] up” if he tried to run away.102

In another instance, Border Patrol agents apprehended a 13-year-old child in shallow ocean water near Imperial Beach, California. The government report excerpted below states that the child “was evading apprehension,” although no details or justification for this determination are provided. A Border Patrol agent grabbed the child by the back of the neck and kicked him in the shins, causing the boy to fall. The agent then pulled the child back up to a standing position and kicked him again, knocking him to the ground a second time. Thereafter, the agent shoved the child into the back of a patrol vehicle.103

In another incident, a Border Patrol agent tightly handcuffed a child’s wrists and ignored the child’s pleas to loosen the cuffs, instead tightening them further. While the child was restrained, the agent also continually pushed the child’s shoulder into the ground, causing bleeding.105 This is inconsistent with CBP policy regarding the use of restraints on at-risk populations, including children.106

In another case, a child reported that Border Patrol agents awoke a group of migrants sleeping in the Arizona desert by yelling at and kicking them.107 The agents then restrained the child’s hands so tightly that his circulation was cut off; the child’s pleas for the restraints to be loosened were ignored.108

In yet another complaint, a Border Patrol agent grabbed a girl he claimed was running away:

A 15-year-old reported that after an agent handcuffed him, the agent put on a glove and hit him in the mouth, causing bleeding. Though other agents noticed the teenager’s injury, they did not provide him with medical attention.110
Another complaint documented a child who was “run over by a CBP truck,” which resulted in “crushing damage” and “significant trauma” to the child’s leg. The complaint also indicated “that CBP did not take proper care of [the child’s] injury.” Later, doctors diagnosed the child “with a broken right leg.”

At times, physical abuse at apprehension involves sexual abuse. For example, one agent grabbed a child’s buttocks when he was alone with her after arresting her in the Phoenix, Arizona desert. The abuse only stopped when she screamed, attracting another agent to the area.

In another incident, CBP officials abused a 16-year-old girl upon apprehension. The girl reported that, after mocking her by asking her why “she did not ask the Mexicans for help,” the officials subjected her to a search in which they “forcefully spread her legs and touched her private parts so hard that she screamed.”

### Unnecessary and Punitive Use of Tasers

A Taser is an electro-shock weapon that may be deployed in either dart mode or drive-stun mode. When used in dart mode, Tasers subject their targets to an electrical current that causes “involuntary muscle contractions.” In drive-stun mode, the Taser “is pressed against the subject’s body, which causes a painful current to run through the specific body area to which the Taser is applied.”

CBP refers to Tasers and similar weapons as “electronic control weapons” (ECWs), which are defined in the agency’s use of force policy handbook as “a less-lethal weapon which is designed to use short-duration electronic pulses to cause Neuro-Muscular Incapacitation (NMI) and/or pain.”

Many use-of-force experts believe ECWs like Tasers should not be used on children given the adverse psychological impacts and the possibility of fatal consequences.

**THE RULE:** According to CBP’s use of force policy handbook, an ECW may be used “as a compliance tool on a subject offering, at a minimum, active resistance in a manner that,” the officer “reasonably believes may result in injury to themselves or to another person.” Each and every use of an ECW “must be both reasonable and necessary to overcome non-compliance by an actively resistant subject.” An ECW should not be discharged more than three times on any one subject. Moreover, CBP policy expressly states that personnel “should not use an ECW . . . with respect to subjects who are: small children; elderly; pregnant; low body mass index (BMI) persons; . . . running; or handcuffed.” Whenever practicable, CBP officials are to provide verbal warnings prior to deploying ECWs.

**THE REALITY:** Despite these policies, agents deploy Tasers and other ECWs against children who are not resisting arrest. In multiple reported incidents, CBP officials couple use of Tasers with additional physical abuse, despite the fact that children are incapacitated after being tased. The CRCL documents also indicate that CBP officials do not provide tased children with follow-up medical care to assess or treat injuries resulting from Taser use against them.

One CRCL complaint describes a child lying on his back in a bush when an agent approached and tased him in the stomach. After administering this powerful electro-shock to the child, the agent proceeded to
physically assault him by standing on the child’s leg and pressing down with force; pushing the child; kneeling the child twice in the stomach; and kicking the child into a thorn bush, injuring the child’s neck:

Another complaint reported that a child was physically abused after crossing the Rio Grande river. As in other reported incidents, Border Patrol agents used a Taser on the child, who was already incapacitated. As the excerpt demonstrates, the child reported serious pain and loss of control and feeling in his right arm; there is no indication he received any medical attention:

A separate complaint alleged that Border Patrol agents chased a child and used a Taser to effect arrest, without any indication that the child was resisting. The subject was 14 years old, 5 feet tall, and 120 pounds; the use of the Taser was thus inconsistent with the policies summarized above.

Although the CRCL documents include several complaints about CBP officials’ use of Tasers on children, the documents do not evidence any uniform system for Border Patrol stations to store, track, manage, monitor, or file reports regarding agents’ use of ECWs (including Tasers).
**Verbal Threats & Abuse**

**THE RULE:** CBP policy requires employees to “treat all individuals with dignity and respect.” CBP employees also “must speak and act with the utmost integrity and professionalism” and “conduct themselves in a manner that reflects positively on CBP at all times.”

With respect to children, CBP officials are to “consider the best interest of the juvenile at all decision points beginning at the first encounter and continuing through processing, detention, transfer, or repatriation.” CBP policy explicitly states that officers and agents “should recognize that juveniles experience situations differently than adults” and identifies juveniles and UACs as “at-risk populations” who may require additional care or oversight.

**THE REALITY:** The CRCL documents include many instances of CBP officials’ verbal abuse of the children they apprehend, including death threats and threats of other violence. Such abuse, degrading and fear-inducing for any adult, has even greater adverse impacts on vulnerable children and can significantly affect a child’s psychological development and well-being.

One 15-year-old alleged that he had been left behind by his travel group because he was ill. Although he was very sick when Border Patrol agents subsequently found him, they denied him medical care, pushed him, and verbally abused him, calling him a “fucking idiot” and a “piece of crap.”

They called derogatory names such as “pinche pendejo” [fucking idiot] and “mierda” [piece of crap] as they each pushed me from one side to the other while I was standing up. I was shocked when I heard them say these words since I
In another complaint, a 15-year-old reported that a CBP official punched him and hit him with a thorny branch, leaving a scar; when the child told the official that he was a minor, the official replied, “I don’t care you son of a bitch.”

Another child alleged that the Border Patrol agent who apprehended him called him a “dog” and threatened to kick other migrants under his care. In another example, a child recounted that an agent threw him on the ground, pointed a firearm at him, and said, “stop or I will shoot you.” Another child reported that a Border Patrol agent called him “gay” and a “she-male,” and said, “these people just come here to get a sex change operation.” When the child asked the agent a question, the agent responded by telling the child “to get off his pedestal” and “threatened to send him to federal prison. This child also witnessed the agent say in Spanish “I don’t give a fuck” how official documents were filled out.

**Other Selected Examples of Abuse of Minors Upon Apprehension**

Among the many other instances of CBP abuse reflected in the CRCL documents are allegations that specific officials:

- Stomped on a child
- Threw a child to the ground
- Punched a child’s head three times
- Hit a child’s head with a flashlight
- Hit a child in the head before placement in a patrol vehicle; kicked the child and yelled at him after he was in the patrol vehicle
- Lifted a child by the neck and pushed him against a glass structure
- Kneed a child twice in the stomach
- Elbowed a child in the stomach, causing him to lose his breath and double over in pain
- Threw two other minors on top of a child
- Pulled a child to a standing position by his hair, yelled profanities at the child, and threw the child to the ground, where the side of the child’s face hit a rock
- Kicked a child in the ribs
- Tased a child, causing him to fall on the ground; Border Patrol agent then kicked child in the back while telling child to get up
- Ran over a 17-year-old with patrol vehicle, and then punched the minor on head and body several times
Detention

Apprehension is just the beginning of a child's interaction with CBP. As detailed above, CBP must follow specific rules in processing children apprehended at or near the border. Except in “exceptional circumstances,” unaccompanied children are to be transferred from CBP to HHS/ORR custody within seventy-two hours. Unaccompanied children from Mexico or Canada may be permitted to return voluntarily to their home countries only after CBP ensures that they are not trafficking victims and that they do not have a fear of returning home.

While in CBP custody, children are to be treated with special care and consideration. Yet, although CBP is bound to provide these vulnerable children with certain baseline protections in custody, the CRCL documents indicate a much bleaker reality. These records are consistent with human rights reports that have documented abysmal CBP detention conditions for years. CBP’s short-term detention facilities consist of sparse holding cells often described as “hieleras” (freezers or iceboxes). Temperatures in these rooms can be so low that detainees’ fingers and toes turn blue (a condition known as peripheral cyanosis) and/or their lips split. Moreover, CBP holding cells often lack basic supplies. For example, detainees often sleep on concrete floors without any bedding, and have no access to such basic toiletries as soap, toothpaste, toothbrushes, feminine hygiene products, or working showers. Although CBP detention facilities are explicitly designed for short-term holds, the CRCL documents indicate that sometimes children spend up to a week in these facilities. During detention, unaccompanied children suffer abuse and neglect.

Failure to Treat Detained Children with Dignity, Respect, and “Special Concern”

THE RULE: The Flores Settlement requires DHS to treat children with dignity, respect, and “special concern” for their vulnerability as children.
**THE REALITY:** Children’s complaints reveal multiple instances of verbal and physical abuse by Border Patrol agents while in CBP detention, including unpredictable harassment depending on agents’ precarious moods.

One pregnant minor held with other pregnant young women and infants recounted Border Patrol agents insulting the young women, accusing them of coming to the United States to “contaminate this country” with their children:

> We were not allowed to talk to each other. The Border Patrol agents yelled at us for looking at each other. Insulted us by saying things like, “we didn’t ask you to come to our country.” There were several pregnant girls and younger kids. The officers also told us we just came to contaminate this country with all those things. Look at all those other girls all fat. There are a lot of you here. You just came to contaminate this country with those things!” the Border Patrol agent said this referring to us, all pregnant girls. Saying we came to contaminate the U.S. with our babies.

When an infant detained in that same room soiled his pants through his diaper, the agents made his mother remove his pants and throw them in the trash.\(^{170}\) The agents did not, however, provide the infant with another diaper or pair of pants, even though the room was extremely cold.\(^{171}\) The child eventually became sick:
The CRCL documents also record a variety of threats made by Border Patrol agents to detained children in their care. One child recounted to a medical clinician how agents threatened to hit him with their batons if he was not quiet, and threatened to withhold food if he did not follow instructions quickly.\textsuperscript{173}

While listening to his story, the clinician noted that the child seemed to be in “a hypervigilant state” and that the child reported having nightmares about his time in CBP detention:

\begin{quote}
Client recalled that while being detained and processed by immigration, the officers were verbally abusing towards him by stating “We didn’t ask you to come here, be quiet or I will hit you with this” (client described a truncheon or baton). Client narrated that other of the comments were: “We are going to leave you without food if you don’t move
\end{quote}

An ORR report to CRCL discussed a Border Patrol agent who had threatened to “harm a minor if he did not give the agent money.”\textsuperscript{176} The child reported that he paid the agent between $200 to $400 to be released.\textsuperscript{177}

### Denial of Safe, Secure, and Clean Facilities

**THE RULE:** CBP must provide children in its custody with safe, secure, and clean facilities.\textsuperscript{178} According to CBP policy, children should have access to clean toilets, sinks, showers, and bedding, as well as basic toiletries such as soap, toilet paper, diapers, and sanitary napkins.\textsuperscript{179} CBP facility supervisors are required to check holding cells regularly to ensure proper cleaning and sanitization.\textsuperscript{180}

**THE REALITY:** The CRCL documents paint a picture of unsanitary, unsafe, and overcrowded CBP detention facilities. For example, following a July 2014 site visit to the Rio Grande Valley Sector Border Patrol detention sites, CRCL observed one station with “no trash receptacles . . . present in the hold rooms” and “body fluids
on the walls and floors, along with used sanitary napkins and used toilet paper containing feces on the
floors, all which cause a strong offensive odor throughout the processing area and should be considered as
a health hazard.”

In complaints to CRCL, children likewise reported trash throughout their detention cells, unsanitary
restrooms, and no diapers or blankets for babies.

One child reported that Border Patrol agents did not immediately attend to a toilet that had overflowed:

---

different stations. At the second station the UAC claims the toilet overflowed, but agents refused to
assist. Later, he reports the problem was repaired but the hold room was not cleaned until a day
later, which caused the hold room to smell bad.

---

Another minor was pregnant when she was apprehended. After she prematurely gave birth to a four-pound
baby, agents returned both mother and infant to an overcrowded, dirty holding cell—against a doctor’s
specific orders:

---

hospital for approximately 10 days. Prior to her hospital release, she states that her doctor informed
a Border Patrol agent that the premature baby could not be around other people, but the agent
responded that he must follow orders, and subsequently returned the UAC and her infant to the Rio
Grande City station. The UAC claims she and her infant remained in a dirty hold room for 2 days
where she had no appropriate space to change her infant’s diapers as the hold room was full of
garbage and sick people. Although the UAC went through a premature birth, the EARM records

---

In addition, many detained children reported no bedding at all. For example, one child, whose arm was
fractured by a Border Patrol agent during apprehension, was made to sleep on a cement floor “without a
blanket or a mat” while she was in custody.
Denial of Drinking Water and Food

**THE RULE:** The *Flores* Settlement requires CBP to provide adequate water and food to detained children.\(^{190}\) CBP policies further require officials to provide detainees with regularly scheduled hot meals, and to have snacks and milk available upon request for the youngest detainees.\(^{191}\)

**THE REALITY:** The CRCL documents show CBP’s failure to abide by these basic requirements.

Following unannounced site visits to detention centers along the southwestern border, DHS OIG noted that basic supplies were so inadequate that certain agency officials had taken it upon themselves to provide detained children with food and clothing.\(^{192}\)

Detained children reported the provision of spoiled food.\(^{193}\) One child, for instance, complained to CRCL that three male Border Patrol agents verbally abused her, denied her a chance to phone her mother, and threw her food—“ice cold bologna with a yellow center”—on the ground.\(^{194}\)

Some children reported not receiving any food for several days at a time\(^{195}\) or receiving only juice and crackers for several days.\(^{196}\) Other children described agents deliberately withholding food.\(^{197}\)

One detained minor mother reported seeing other detained mothers with infants asking Border Patrol agents for milk which was never provided; the minor reported that the children in the hold rooms were crying from hunger.\(^{198}\)

Another teenage mother reported that agents denied her milk for her baby for two days before giving her milk that “smelled really bad” and made her infant daughter very ill:

> when I was finally given milk at the end of my second day in the holding cell. The milk was in a can and smelled really bad. We were given no soap at this holding cell, and I could not clean my daughter’s bottle with soap, only with water. My daughter drank the milk and got sick and was throwing up for four days. She would only drink water and she would...
A third child, detained with her sister, reported that neither child received any food during their first full day in CBP custody. They “starved” that day because a Border Patrol agent retaliated against them after another detainee made a comment the agent did not like:

> in the cell and made us not have food all day. We starved the first day because one of our cellmates made a comment to one of the BP people and they punished us with not feeding us. Then later the next day they gave us a sandwich. Later the following day after they gave us the sandwich, we asked for food and that’s when BP put must and closed the door on us and told us “Shut up, bitch.” They said other things with disgust. That was it.

The selected CRCL documents that form the basis for this report include at least three reports from different children of “undrinkable” water “that tasted like chlorine in CBP detention.”

**Denial of Medical Care**

**THE RULE:** The *Flores* Settlement requires DHS agencies to provide basic medical assistance and any necessary emergency services to detained children. Although neither the *Flores* Settlement nor CBP policy provide detailed descriptions of the scope of medical care to be provided, this requirement must be understood in the context of the requisite “special concern” owed to children.

**THE REALITY:** The CRCL documents reflect CBP’s disturbing practice of ignoring children’s basic medical needs.

One CRCL memo recounted fourteen separate complaints of “denial of medical care” or “inappropriate medical care” for children in CBP custody in the Rio Grande Valley Sector.

One child, detained after undergoing spinal surgery following a car accident, alleged that Border Patrol withheld his prescription medications while he was in custody. Additionally, Border Patrol agents, in their rush to deport the child, threatened to ignore his doctor’s orders that he rest for two weeks. When the child was transferred to another detention center, agents there tried to give him crutches instead of the wheelchair he requested, even though he still could not stand. When the agents finally found the boy a wheelchair, they told him he was “lucky.”
Another detained minor complained that agents accused her of lying when she told them she was having an asthma attack. After the girl finally did receive medical attention, agents confiscated her medication:

she was apprehended near Hidalgo, Texas. The UAC claims that while detained at the Weslaco station, she had an asthma attack. When she alerted the agents of her worsening condition, the agents allegedly threatened punishment if she was lying. After eventually receiving medical care, she received an inhaler and pills, however, the agents also confiscated the medication. She alleges

One detained child reported that Border Patrol agents denied her pain medication and sanitary napkins after she underwent surgery for an ovarian cyst:

claims that she reported stomach pain as a result of surgery two months prior, and that agents denied her pain medication and additional sanitary napkins. The UAC states that as a result she remained in custody with blood-stained pants. No health issues are recorded in EARM.

Another child reported to CRCL that, after two full days in custody without any food or drink, he finally received food and juice and subsequently fell ill; he was not provided medical care. In another case, the Border Patrol transported a migrant child and her 2-year-old toddler to a hospital several days after they fell ill, and only after repeated requests for medical care.

Another child spent five days in Border Patrol custody after an agent apprehended him near Brownsville, Texas, and used his canine to pull the child out from underneath a car where the child was hiding. The dog scratched the right side of the child’s face, causing his eye to bleed; yet, during his time in detention, the child never received medical care for his visibly injured eye. Yet another child, injured by a Border Patrol Taser, received no recorded medical care in detention.

One minor mother (previously mentioned) reported that she was hospitalized several hours after being processed at the Rio Grande City Border Patrol station; while in the hospital, she gave birth to a four-pound, premature baby. The young mother remained hospitalized for ten days; prior to her release from the hospital and transfer back to Border Patrol custody, her doctor informed a Border Patrol agent that the baby could not be around other detainees. The Border Patrol ignored the doctor’s instructions and returned the minor mother and her child to a “dirty hold room” that was “full of garbage and sick people.”

Another minor mother (previously mentioned), whose daughter became ill from drinking spoiled milk provided by the agents, reported that after her daughter was treated at the hospital for dehydration, agents confiscated the medication provided to the child at the hospital:
Finally, the same CRCL memo that noted unsanitary detention room conditions also reported CBP’s insufficient medical screening procedures. As an example, the memo recorded the case of a 14-year-old child who was eight months pregnant. Although Border Patrol agents represented to CRCL investigators that the agency’s practice was to send pregnant children to a hospital for evaluation, there was no record that this pregnant minor had ever been taken to a hospital—and indeed, there was no record that the Border Patrol had even registered the fact that she was pregnant.

**Detention in Excess of 72-Hour Maximum**

**THE RULE:** As previously explained, the TVPRA reinforces the *Flores* Settlement’s requirement that unaccompanied children be held in the “least restrictive setting that is in the best interest of the child”; moreover, the TVPRA requires CBP to transfer most children from immigration enforcement detention to HHS/ORR within seventy-two hours.

**THE REALITY:** CBP regularly detains children for extended periods of time in excess of the seventy-two-hour maximum.

In one email, a CRCL employee noted that detention in excess of the seventy-two-hour maximum was “almost a given in [the Rio Grande Valley Sector]:”

According to the CRCL documents, many children spend over a week in CBP detention.

**Freezing Cell Temperatures and Disruptive Sleep Conditions**

**THE RULE:** The *Flores* Settlement requires adequate temperature control and ventilation for detention centers that hold children.

**THE REALITY:** Like the various reports previously referenced here, the CRCL documents indicate that extremely cold hold rooms are endemic throughout the CBP detention system.

One young woman reported spending nine days in CBP custody, shuttled between “several different stations.” All “were cold” and “blankets were not provided” in any. Another child held in two different stations during her time in CBP custody also claimed that both hold rooms were cold.
One child claimed that a Border Patrol agent punished him by putting him in a freezing cold room for twenty-four hours with only his boxers on:

Another child reported being held alone in a “freezing cold” room for ten days as punishment after agents discovered that he had lied about his age. According to CRCL’s summary of the child’s complaint, the boy reported that this episode exacerbated existing head trauma and that, since his detention, the boy had experienced “trembles, weakness, headaches, reduced concentration, a reduced ability to react, reduced ability to talk, and insomnia at night.”

One child alleged that, while in CBP custody, he was unable to sleep because the agents kept the hold room very cold and left the lights on; no bedding was provided other than a thin aluminum sheet. Another reported that after being apprehended near a river, he was put into a hielera still wearing his wet and muddy clothes.

**Failure to Protect Children from Sexual Assault or Abuse**

**THE RULE:** Immigrants in detention, like other detainees, are highly vulnerable to sexual abuse or assault, either by other detainees or by the agents detaining them. To protect immigrant children from such abuse, the *Flores* Settlement requires such children to be detained separately from unrelated adults.

In 2003, Congress enacted the Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA) to protect all persons in custody from sexual abuse. In 2012, President Obama directed DHS and other federal agencies with confinement facilities that were not subject to Department of Justice (DOJ) PREA rules “to develop and implement regulations to prevent, detect, and respond to sexual abuse and assault.” DHS adopted PREA regulations in March 2014. Thereafter, and as required by these regulations, CBP issued a “zero tolerance” policy regarding sexual abuse and assault for individuals in CBP custody.
Pursuant to this “zero tolerance” policy, CBP pledged to “provide a swift response to allegations of sexual abuse of detainees in holding facilities,” and required all CBP personnel “to immediately report any knowledge, suspicion, or information regarding an incident of sexual abuse, retaliation for reporting or participating in an investigation about sexual abuse or assault, or any employee misconduct or neglect that may have contributed to any incident of sexual abuse, assault or retaliation.” CBP further pledged to “cooperate fully with investigations relating to allegations of sexual abuse and assault of detainees and with external audits of and corrective actions relating to sexual abuse and assault in CBP holding facilities.” CBP also committed to “conduct an incident review following each investigation of sexual abuse and assault” and to “collect and analyze required data on reports and incidents of sexual abuse and assault to assess and improve sexual abuse prevention, response, and intervention policies, practices and training.”

Finally, CBP stated that agency employees “who violate the prohibition against sexual abuse and assault” set forth in the “zero tolerance policy” would “be subject to disciplinary or adverse action up to and including removal from their position and Federal service.”

THE REALITY: The CRCL documents show CBP’s failure to comply with its own “zero tolerance” policies, the Flores Settlement requirements, and federal law protecting detainees from sexual abuse or assault.

First, the CRCL documents indicate that children are detained with unrelated adults, increasing their vulnerability to sexual abuse.

One child reported that he “was placed in a holding cell with three unknown adults, and was kept there even though he told Border Patrol agents that he was a minor.” Another minor, who was apprehended with her 2-year-old son, reported being placed in a hold room with “approximately twenty-five adults.” Such reports appear throughout the CRCL documents.

Second, the CRCL documents show federal officers threatening to place children in their custody with unrelated adults precisely so that these children might be sexually abused or raped. One 16-year-old (who did not know his actual date of birth and thus could not verify his minor status to the Border Patrol) reported:
Another child reported that an agent threatened a group of children with “sexual abuse by an adult male detainee” and then brought an adult detainee to the juvenile hold room:

Third, the CRCL documents record threatened or actual sexual abuse by CBP officials.

One child reported abuse by two officers, one male and one female:

A 15-year-old witnessed a male Border Patrol agent sexually abusing another female detainee; a few days later, the same agent inappropriately touched the 15-year-old:

A 16-year-old minor in CBP custody with her infant reported that a Border Patrol agent stood near the door of her holding cell and told her, in Spanish, “right now, we close the door, we rape you and fuck you.”

Another minor reported that after being apprehended by Border Patrol agents, she was put into a room for questioning. Then four agents came into the room, removed their name badges, and threatened to send her to a separate building with another agent. The agents informed her that they would not be responsible for whatever happened to her there, and the young woman understood them to be threatening her.
Other Selected Examples of Abuse of Minors During Detention

Among the many other instances of CBP abuse reflected in the CRCL documents are allegations that specific officials:

- Failed to provide detained children with blankets or provided foul smelling blankets or threatened to take blankets away from children, despite freezing temperatures in hold rooms.
- Failed to provide trash receptacles for hold rooms.
- Failed to provide detained children with personal hygiene necessities.
- Verbally abused detained children, calling them dogs and “other ugly things.”
- Told a child who wished to speak to her mother that she “was a prostitute.”
- Told a child to “suck it up” when she told agents she had not received food.
- Forced a visibly pregnant minor to sleep on the floor and called her a liar when she said she was pregnant.
Deportation

As already explained, CBP detention is intended to be short term—"[e]very effort is made to transfer a detainee out of CBP custody as soon as is operationally feasible," either via transfer to another agency or release. As noted, different rules apply to migrant children from "contiguous countries" (Mexico and Canada) versus other migrant children. Moreover, U.S. law provides procedural protections for these children who have a fear of returning to their home countries. Thus, before CBP can transfer, release, or initiate deportation proceedings for any child, it must first determine the child's age, nationality, and reason(s) for migrating to the United States.

To gather this basic information, CBP officials must review any available written documents and interview migrant children in their custody. CBP determinations as to age, nationality, and fear of return are often insulated from independent review or oversight, even though these determinations have major consequences for the welfare of migrant children in U.S. government custody.

The CRCL documents reflect a number of abuses by CBP officials. Children’s complaints indicate that officials refuse to believe the children’s own accounts; actively threaten or misinform children in custody to coerce these children to “voluntarily” self-deport rather than seek protected status in the United States; and misplace or even destroy key identity and other documents provided to them by migrant children.

Inaccurate Assessments of Age and Nationality

THE RULE: Within forty-eight hours of apprehending or discovering an unaccompanied child, or suspecting that any individual in its custody is under eighteen years of age, CBP is required to notify HHS. To comply with this requirement, CBP must take special care in processing individuals who may be minors and pay particular attention to any available evidence of age and nationality, including the individual’s own statements and identity documents, if present.

THE REALITY: The CRCL documents show CBP officials misclassified migrant children as adults;
refused to believe official government documentation establishing the children’s ages and nationalities; and failed to properly assess or safeguard vital identity documents produced for inspection by the children.

In some instances, officials ignored or threw out identity documents establishing a migrant child’s age and nationality. For example, one 16-year-old produced a birth certificate to validate his age; Border Patrol agents threw the document away and asked the child to “show his teeth” instead to verify his age:

One Border Patrol agent accused another child of lying about his age, even though the child had submitted his passport and birth certificate to the agents for inspection. The child reported that “about ten agents started to laugh” and said he “must be about 32 years of age.” The agent who processed the child asked him why he “had come to ‘fuck over this country’” and then told him he didn’t want to see the expression on the child’s face before making the child “wear a painter’s mask.”

In another complaint, a Border Patrol agent told a detained minor mother that her two-year-old’s birth certificate “was invalid because it lacked a photo”; when the minor mother tried to explain that Honduran birth certificates did not include photographs, the agent verbally abused her:

**Deportation Without Due Process & As a Result of Coercion**

**THE RULE:** Over the past twenty-five years, immigration enforcement officers have increasingly relied on summary removal procedures to deport noncitizens without providing them with a full hearing before an immigration judge. One danger of these forms of summary deportation is that eligible migrants may be denied the opportunity to apply for asylum. Another is that immigration enforcement officers will abuse their authority and pressure, threaten, or otherwise try to coerce migrants to sign “self-deportation” documents the noncitizens neither understand nor wish to accept, contrary to applicable laws and regulations and the Due Process Clause of the U.S. Constitution.

**THE REALITY:** The CRCL documents record multiple instances in which CBP officials subjected migrant children to threats or otherwise stressful situations in an attempt to coerce these children into “self-deportation.”
One 17-year-old reported that a Border Patrol agent “pressured him to sign a document,” which the minor resisted doing. The agent then directed the boy “to remove all of his clothing, except his underwear,” and told him “he would remain unclothed if he did not agree to sign the document.”

Several documents indicate CBP officials used threats against a child’s family members to coerce the child into signing deportation documents.

One 14-year-old was told she would not be reunited with her sibling unless she signed “a deportation order,” and further told that if she did not sign, both she and her sibling would be deported anyway but separated during deportation. The girl finally signed, even though she had not wanted to:
A detained teenage mother was threatened with jail time and rape if she did not sign a “voluntary” deportation form; Border Patrol agents told her “[i]f you cooperate with us we can deport you to Mexico, otherwise we will take you to jail, and deport your entire family while your child will end up in foster care”:

Another child reported that when he refused to sign a document waiving his right to see an immigration judge, the supervisory Border Patrol agent told him that seeing a judge would be a waste of time because the judge would deport the minor without asking any questions.

The CRCL documents also indicate that migrant children often are provided deportation documents only in English, which many of these children do not understand; the children do not have access to translators or lawyers while in CBP custody.
Confiscated Property

**THE RULE:** Pursuant to agency policy, CBP officials are required to create accurate records of all detainees’ property, including “funds, valuables, baggage, and other personal property.” Officials are to log all personal property on a Form I-77, create receipts for such property, and store such property in a secure area. For minors, all “property and legal papers that are in [a] juvenile’s possession, or are served upon the juvenile during processing, shall accompany the juvenile upon transfer to any other agency or facility.”

**THE REALITY:** The CRCL documents indicate that CBP officials do not consistently respect these rules or safeguard detained children’s personal property.

One 17-year-old reported that, when she was leaving Border Patrol detention to go to a shelter, she asked the agents to return her bag. “The agents told me that if I wanted my bag I would be in detention for a very long time,” she reported. “I was really scared so I let them keep my bag.”

A 16-year old detained in a Border Patrol station near Rio Grande City in April 2013 reported that one agent told detainees that “he was going to throw away all of our belongings except gold, silver, valuable [sic] things or things that were important to us.” The teenager stated that the agent allowed him to “keep some letters and a photo I had with me because it was something important to me.” Yet, reported the teenager, the Border Patrol agent “was the one who would decide if [the item] was important or not,” and made the detainees “throw away things that [were] important.” The teenager explained that when the agent “picked up my Bible, which was in a transparent bag, he threw it into the garbage.”

Other records document agents’ confiscation of children’s property as a form of punishment or physical abuse. In one case, a Border Patrol agent confiscated a child’s sweater and then immediately placed the child—who was still wet from swimming across the Rio Grande river—in a very cold cell.
Oversight Failures

Beyond the misconduct detailed, the CRCL documents are shocking for the independent reason that they do not contain any evidence of disciplinary action or other meaningful accountability for abusive CBP officials. Rather, the records indicate—at best—cursory “investigations” closed out via boilerplate language rather than thorough individualized assessments.

As noted, DHS includes several internal oversight agencies, including CRCL and OIG. Yet structural deficiencies (i.e., limited mandates) and insufficiently robust investigations mean that neither CRCL nor OIG has held the line against child abuse by CBP or the Border Patrol.

Insufficient Oversight Authority

CRCL was created to “support[ ] [DHS]’s mission to secure the nation while preserving individual liberty, fairness, and equality under the law,” specifically by “investigating and resolving civil rights and civil liberties complaints filed by the public regarding Department policies or activities.”  

Like CRCL, OIG conducts and supervises audits, investigations, and inspections of DHS programs and operations. OIG can conduct unannounced site visits at CBP detention facilities to audit compliance with the Flores Settlement, the TVPRA, and agency policy.

The trouble is, neither CRCL nor OIG has the authority to do much more than issue policy recommendations. Although CRCL is authorized to conduct civil rights investigations, it has no power to discipline or prosecute individual CBP officials or to provide any wronged individual a remedy for a substantiated civil rights claim. And, under the VCAA, both CRCL and OIG should report alleged child abuse out of DHS to the FBI. Yet there is no indication, on the basis of the CRCL documents, that CRCL has ever done so.

While the CRCL documents shed little light on CRCL’s investigative methodologies, the documents do indicate a lack of independent—much less, effective—investigations. CRCL responses to complaints of serious child abuse are cursory and
reflect a problematic overreliance on CBP's own records (rather than independent assessments) to explore or verify specific allegations. The CRCL documents also indicate significant delays in investigations.\textsuperscript{308}

**Overreliance on Incomplete or Inconsistent CBP Records**

The CRCL documents reveal an inappropriate reliance on CBP records and personnel’s accounts in what are supposed to be “independent” investigations. Indeed, rather than independently investigate complaints of abuse, CRCL refers those complaints back to CBP—i.e., the very entity accused of misconduct—to resolve. Additionally, CRCL often recommends the closure of complaints that cannot be verified by CBP’s records or personnel accounts,\textsuperscript{309} even though CRCL itself acknowledges that CBP records are often incomplete or inconsistent.\textsuperscript{310}

In one email, ORR personnel noted an unexplained discrepancy between ORR records and DHS records for a child from El Salvador:
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Another document—a July 2014 OIG memorandum regarding CBP’s treatment of unaccompanied children—noted that CBP’s electronic database system (called “E3”) was “unreliable due to frequent system outages which have resulted in inconsistent reporting.”\textsuperscript{312} “As a result,” OIG observed, “E3 is not a reliable tool for CBP to provide increased accountability for [unaccompanied children’s] safety and well-being during all phases of CBP’s custody process.”\textsuperscript{313} There is no indication in the CRCL documents that any corrective action was taken by CBP in response to this OIG memo.

**Failure to Fully Investigate Individual Complaints & Hasty Complaint “Closures”**

The CRCL documents also shed some light on the agency’s approach to closing complaints before fully investigating them. One response found throughout the CRCL documents is a boilerplate letter notifying the complainant that CRCL “recorded the issues [ ] raised in [its] database,” but would “take no further action at this time.”\textsuperscript{314} In other documents, CRCL appears to combine multiple complaints by issue rather than undertaking individualized assessments into alleged abuses. In these records, CRCL notes that an existing investigation “address[es] issues similar to the ones [the complaining child] raised,” and states only that the agency will “take into account” the additional information provided as it pursues the pre-existing investigation.\textsuperscript{315}

The same, standard complaint closure recommendation form appears repeatedly throughout the CRCL document production. This simple form includes a summary of the submitted complaint and a checklist of standard reasons why the complaint should be closed, such as “insufficient information to investigate” and “allegations . . . unfounded”:
In response to one complaint in which a child alleged verbal abuse, the complaint closure form indicates that CRCL took steps only to verify the location and length of the child’s detention—it did not investigate or otherwise address the alleged verbal abuse.317

Routine, Lengthy Delays in Investigations

The CRCL documents also indicate that routine delays are another substantial obstacle to meaningful and thorough investigations.

Investigative delays can effectively destroy any possibility of accountability. For example, in one complaint closure form, CRCL concluded that a complaint was “unsubstantiated” because “none of the [CBP officials] who

Troublingly, the CRCL documents indicate that CBP itself fails to timely respond to the oversight agency’s requests for additional information about specific complaints. For example, in one CRCL email, an investigator notes that over a year after CRCL received a complaint, it had yet to receive any of the information it had requested from CBP.319 Although this complaint had been submitted to CRCL in September 2010, CRCL did not close it until March 2013.320

“Issue Fatigue” and Insufficient Investigative Resources

Finally, the CRCL documents indicate that the agency may lack sufficient resources to handle the volume of complaints received. Some CRCL staff seem so fatigued from accounts of abuse that they appear reluctant to open new investigations. For example, in one CRCL email, the author asks the recipient if “we want to open [this investigation] given the huge amount of more serious complaints . . . that we have? Other than excessive time in custody, which is almost a given in [Rio Grande Valley], I’m not sure what we would get out of investigating this.”321 This document reflects CRCL’s failure to recognize or act to investigate CBP’s routine detention of children in excess of periods permitted under governing law (both the Flores Settlement and the TVPRA) and operative agency policy.
Conclusion

The CRCL documents reviewed herein represent just a fraction of the tens of thousands of pages of records obtained by the ACLU through its FOIA request and subsequent litigation. These documents provide evidence of systemic CBP abuse of children. At best, this abuse amounts to unprofessional, degrading mistreatment of vulnerable minors. At worst, the abuse amounts to unlawful and potentially criminal misconduct by federal immigration officials. The CRCL documents show that abuse occurs at each stage of a child’s interaction with CBP, from apprehension to detention to deportation. The abuse is not limited to one state, sector, station, or group of officials—rather, the CRCL documents reflect misconduct throughout the southwest, from California to Texas, at ports of entry and in the interior of the United States, by CBP and by Border Patrol. And, crucially, the CRCL documents show that various DHS entities, including oversight agencies like CRCL and OIG, are aware of CBP’s unethical and unlawful abuse of minors—and yet these DHS entities have failed to properly investigate, much less remedy, alleged abuse. There is no evidence that DHS has taken any action to address or rectify this pattern of abuse. To the contrary: the CRCL records indicate that urgent intervention is necessary to protect these vulnerable children from mistreatment, abuse, and violence, which is otherwise bound to recur.
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